
 

In the interests of the company  

 

Generally the interests of a company mean the interests of the commercial entity, equated 

with the collective interests of shareholders (Evershed MR in Greenhalgh v Aderene 

Cinemas Ltd) 

- Employees upon liquidation Parke v Daily News Ltd [1962; Hutton v West Cork Rwy 

Co (1883) per Bowen LJ 

- On insolvency also to act in best interest of creditors Kinsela v Russell  

- Companies in groups  

o Best interests of individual company as own creditors per Salomon principles 

Walker v Wimbourne  

o Inappropriate for subsidiary to secure assets at risk for the benefit of another 

ANZ Executors and Trustees v Ointex  

o Group restructure has to benefit the whole Re Spargos Mining and Jenkins v 

Enterprise gold mines NL 

o Unanimous judgment of Equitcorp Finance v BNZ suggested may be an 

argument of operating for the benefit of the group as a whole 

o S187 safe harbor rule: If you’re a nominee director you are safe  statutory 

solution that takes care of the situation if a subsidiary’s constitution allows an 

they are solvent (and no minority shareholders) then they can make a decision 

that is in the best interest of the parent company or group that won’t 

disadvantage any shareholders or creditors  

 

Proper purpose  

 

Directors owe a fiduciary duty to exercise their powers for proper purposes. Directors may 

be in breach even if they honestly believe their actions are in the best interests of the 

company as a whole if a rational director believes they were not (ASIC v Adler) 

 

Howard Smith Ltd v Ampol Petroleum outlined a 2-part test 

1) What was the purpose for which this power was given to the directors? 

o The purpose of the power must be legitimate E.g. to ensure long term stability 

of the company Harlow 



o Usually to do with shares and concerning the issues of shares to affect balance 

of power  

 

2) What were the powers for which this was exercised? 

o Will be in breach if they issue shares too: 

 Maintain control of the company’s management or majority 

shareholding Ngulri Ltd v McCann  

 Defeat at takeover bid 

 Create or destroy the voting power of majority shareholders Howard 

Smith Ltd v Ampol Petroleum Ltd 

 

o Mixed purposes  

 Court will intervene when the motivating purpose is improper  

 Using the ‘but for’ test in Whitehouse v Carlton hotel pty ltd per 

Mason CJ, Dean and Dawson JJ: allotment of shares invalid if but for 

the purpose the allotment would not have been made  

 

 

No ‘fettering discretion’ if delegating a matter must retain duty 

- Directors have a fiduciary duty to retain the discretionary powers  

- They will breach this duty if they enter into an agreement with outsiders that require 

them to vote in a certain way at future board meetings (this would be acting for an 

improper purpose unless they believe to be in the best interests of the company 

Thorby v Goldbery 

- Directors have an obligation to give active consideration to each exercise of their 

discretionary powers and to keep discretions unfettered  

 

If a director considers the may be in breach, they should obtain shareholder approval at a 

general meeting  

 

DUTY TO AVOID CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS AND NO PROFTS 

 

Directors have a fiduciary duty to avoid conflict of interest situations; they must not allow a 

situation to develop where there is a conflict between their duties to the company and their 



personal interests. Further this duty covers situations where directors can’t make personal 

profits, receive bribes, use corporate opportunities and or compete with the company.  

 

This duty is complemented in statutory form by s182/183. Often occurring were an officer 

makes improper use of their position or improper use of information. 

 

Directors who put themselves in a conflict of interest situation which amounts to a breach of 

the fiduciary or statutory duty may avoid liability for the breach if they disclose the details of 

their personal interest and obtain the company’s fully informed consent.  

 

Avoiding Conflicts  

 

General Law Duty Rwy v Blaikie Bros 

A breach of the fiduciary duty arises whether the director’s undisclosed interest in the 

contract is direct or indirect. 

- Direct: a director who contracts personally with the company has a direct interest 

- In-Direct: interest in a contract arises when the director is a director or a shareholder 

of another company that contracts with the company  

 

Must be material personal interest  

- For example, a director of a proprietary company who owns a small parcel of shares 

in a large public company does not have a material interest in any contract between 

dealings with the company   

 

Any contract made is voidable  

 

Statutory Duties  

 

Directors must avoid putting themselves into a position where they are tempted to prefer their 

own interests or someone else’s interests, to those of the company.  

- Public companies s 207 must be at arms length  

- Ch 2E Financial benefits: limitations to transactions that are not ‘at arms length’ to 

protect company value, wide q as to ‘who is related’ ASIC v Adler  

- 187 nominee directors (wholly owned subsidiaries) 



 

For example: 

- Being a director of competing companies Fitzsimons v R; R v Byrnes  

- Misusing company funds Totex-Adon Pty Ltd v Marco 

- Using a corporate opportunity Regal Hastings Ltd v Gulliver; Queensland Mines ltd v 

Hudson  

- Using Confidential Information Thomas Marshall (Exporters) Ltd v Guinle  

- A director contracting with the company (e.g. sells or buys property from the 

company) raises a conflict as it derives the company of directors impartial 

deliberation Aberdeen Railway Corporation v Blaikie Bros  

 

S 191(1) Directors must give notice of any material personal interest where a conflict 

arises  

- For example 

o Where they make a personal profit that arises from their position 

o Diverts an opportunity for their company 

o Misuses confidential information  

- Statutory version of Aberdeen Railways  

- Must detail nature and extent of interests s 191(1) 

- At a directors meeting as soon as practicable s 191(3)(b) 

- THE EXCEPTION to disclosure: S 191(2)  

o It is not a material personal interest if it is a common interest for other 

members  

 

- S 194RR If a director discloses their personal interest at a meeting of directors they 

may vote on material relation to it/retain benefit/enter transactions  

o S 195 company directors of public companies cannot vote at general meetings 

if they have a personal interest unless ASIC or the other directors believe that 

director cannot be involved.  

 

- A Contravention of this section by a director does not affect the validity of any act, 

transaction, agreement, instrument or other thing 

 



No Profits  

 

General Law Duty Regal Hastings Ltd v Gulliver  

Directors have a fiduciary duty to ensure they do not make a personal profits that arisse from 

their position. 

 

If director profits from using company information or their positions, the director is 

accountable to the company for those profits Regal Hastings v Guillver, 

 

Corporate opportunities apply to the company Regal Hastings v Gulliver  

- Mere fact of profit being made Keech v Sanford  

- Extends to improper use of position to gain an advantage for others Regal hastings v 

Gullive; s 182 

- Bribes and secret commissions in order to procure a particular course of action by the 

company or to influence the director in a particular way must be disclosed Furs Ltd v 

Tomkies  

 

 


